
 

 

  

 

 

The Academic Week Ahead 

December 10 – December 14, 2018 

 

 

English Language Arts Phil Girard  

Students will be working in their "marketing firm" groups this week to begin building out their 

advocacy campaign. Their campaigns will require three different approaches to getting their message 

out into the community (social media, digital, public service advertisements, flyers, etc.). By the end 

of this week, they should have an idea of how they will be addressing this issue. Their Campaign Plan 

will be due on Thursday. Design and writing strategy lessons will continue all the way up until break. 

 

Literature Claire Alexander 

This week we will jump right back into our books and continue reading during class. There are no 

assignments due this week. The goal is to have books completed by winter vacation. 

Students should continue to read after school with a goal of at least 30 minutes. 

Social Studies Kelly Francisco 

This week we will be discussing the Articles of Confederation, the first attempt at self-governance by 

the United States. Students will participate in a note-taking activity and a simulation. Through these 

lessons we will learn both the strengths and weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation and how they 

eventually led to the creation of our Constitution. No new assignments due this week.  

Science Emily Feaster 

Students are continuing to work on their Deadly Water Project.  We will have a special guest come in 

this week to talk about ground water as we continue to learn about ground water and how it can 

become contaminated. No new assignments this week. 

World Language Marina Call 

Students will continue their Spanish writing practice by creating comic strips filled with dialogue and 

thought bubbles.  Vocabulary is focused on the verbs tener (to have) and querer (to want.)  This is a 

fun activity that allows them to express their creative side.  We will be building on our vocabulary by 

adding holiday terminology and also planning for a celebration on December 18th.  

Health Treasa Merchant 

Students will be placed into groups and demonstrate how to be an Upstander.  Each group will 

display, demonstrate, act out, etc. ways to teach each of us to be an Upstander against bullying.  We 

will work on this next week and present to the class the week before Christmas.   
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Math Anne Bara & Kris Galoci  

6
th
 Grade:  Students will continue investigating the properties of water and its contaminants through 

graphing and analyzing the linear relationships.  

7
th
 Grade:  Students will continue investigating the properties of water and its contaminants through 

graphing and analyzing the linear relationships.  

8
th
 Grade:  Students will continue investigating the properties of water and its contaminants through 

graphing and analyzing the linear relationships. 

Algebra: Students will wrap up their work on Chapter 4 this week.  Homework is to complete the 

Chapter 4 Review (#1-5 due on Monday, #6-8, 11 due on Tuesday).  We will have a Quiz (focused on 

4.3-4.5) on Monday, review on Monday and Tuesday, and take the chapter test on Wednesday. 

Geometry: Students will continue their work on Chapter 5 this week. They can expect more 

constructions, definitions, and proofs, and even a little algebra review. Weekend homework is to look 

through the 5.4 and 5.5 Investigations (5.4 #1-14; 9 OR 10 and 5.5 #1-8, 10 are due on Monday).  We 

will have a Quiz (focused on 5.3 and 5.4) on Tuesday. Completing 5.5 through 5.7 the remainder of 

the week. 
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